Jewel Stone is the ultimate in acrylic modified cement-based coatings that transforms everyday concrete into beautiful decorative faux stone finishes. Jewel Stone can be used to restore and beautify old deteriorating concrete. It is ideal for walkways, terraces, patios, pool areas, or any industrial or recreational flooring that requires the look and performance of stone. The luxurious and classic beauty of hand laid stone, slate, flagstone, fieldstone, tile or wood plank in any combination of colors can be achieved with Jewel Stone at a very affordable price.

- Available in hundreds of color combinations
- Endless creative possibilities
- Economical and easy to install
- Can be applied to most surfaces
- Can withstand heavy traffic
- Endures harsh freeze thaw cycles
- Excellent abrasion resistance

This colour guide is just a representation of our standard Jeweystone colours. Actual colours may vary.